The letter “g” has two sounds “g” and “j”.

The letter “g” may say “j” when followed by an “e”, “i” or “y”. Try hard “g” first, if it doesn’t make sense try soft “j” sound.

ge – orange, generational

gi – gist, gingerbread

gy – gypsy, gyrocopter

This rule helps with reading and spelling over 3000 words!!!

**COMPETITION**: You can’t get germs from giraffes or giants but you can get germs from gyms! Can you make a fun sentence with lots of soft “g” words?

Email your sentence to Mrs D by Sunday evening. The student with the most creative sentence, containing the most soft “g” words wins a prize, which will be awarded at morning assembly next week!

[Email address: andrea.decarvalho@cg.catholic.edu.au]